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DARTFORD BOROUGH PARKING OVERVIEW

1. Summary

1.1 This report outlines the current situation with regards to parking requirements 
and standards in the Borough through the Parking Supplementary Planning 
Document (SPD).

1.2 This report also looks at how these standards are applied throughout the 
Borough across recent developments. 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1 Note that the compliance of parking provision with agreed standards continues 
to be monitored in new developments. 

2.2 Note that the use and performance of parking provision in new developments 
and emerging trends continues to be monitored. 

3. Background and Discussion

Background

3.1. Patterns of vehicle parking observed in the Borough relate to many 
factors. These include personal behaviours and preferences, transport 
(changeable levels of car ownership etc, realistic alternative means of 
travel), parking provision (public car parks and on-street parking and how 
they are controlled / regulated and potential charges/ penalties), and the 
shape of the built environment (accounting for the impact of local 
characteristics such as streets, off road parking and type/form of 
housing).  

3.2. On the latter point, most streets and properties are already well 
established - even in a growing Borough - and may even have been built 
before widespread car ownership occurred. But public and private 
decisions change how the environment is used. This can be trends in 
how individuals behave/ travel or through direct regulation of parking and 
car use. Insofar as new developments are concerned, where planning 
permission is required, the provision of adequate car parking etc. is an 
instrumental part of ensuring proposals are well designed and suitable. 
Meeting parking needs should ideally be done in a form that avoids 
adverse impacts on the ability of developments to provide other 
infrastructure and to contribute positively to local character. 

3.3. A guidance document has been produced to inform decisions where 
planning proposals have been put to the Council: the Parking Standards 
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) was adopted in April 2012. 
This document provides guidance to planning applicants on the 
provision of parking spaces in new development. The guidance covers 
the amount of parking to be provided, as well as design and 
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management issues. It is used in the assessment of planning 
applications in determining whether appropriate provision is being made. 
Each planning application is determined on its own merit as a whole 
proposal in line with planning law and national policy, and as the official 
local guidance document the SPD provides specific local advice on 
parking matters.

3.4. Kent County Council is the primary local highway authority. The previous 
parking planning standards that were used by the Council were the 
County Council’s standards through the Kent Vehicle Parking Standards 
(updated in 2008). Guided by national policy then applicable, these 
standards provided maximum standards for car parking in urban 
locations (town centre and edge of centre), and minimum standards 
elsewhere.  It also provided maximum goods vehicle and car parking 
standards for non-residential developments.

3.5. However, the Council’s Core Strategy Local Plan (2011) outlined in 
Policy CS15 that the Council was to develop a Car Parking SPD to 
replace the County Council provisions and reflect new government 
policy. Following public consultation, this resulted in the current SPD.

Current SPD parking standards

3.6. The Council’s Parking Standards SPD sets out a bespoke approach to 
parking in the Borough, taking into account local circumstances and the 
Borough’s needs. It should be noted that due to these standards being 
adopted in 2012, and the initially low levels of planning applications at 
this time due to the economic recession and aftermath, there has been 
a lag time in seeing developments come forward with parking in line with 
the current SPD. Benefits are now being seen in the most recent 
developments: granted planning permission after April 2012 (and in line 
with the new standards).

3.7. The SPD standards outline the key issues and design requirements that 
developers should take into consideration, and provides parking 
standards (by use class) for vehicles, cycles and 
motorcycles/scooters/mopeds, and for people with impaired mobility. 
The SPD also sets out car and van parking bay sizes, and minimum size 
requirements for garages, car barns and car ports. This tackles the 
problem seen elsewhere and on some older new-build developments of 
garages constructed of insufficient size to be used for by any vehicle.

3.8. The SPD aims to both accommodate residents (and visitor) 
requirements and subsequently fulfil residential needs, along with also 
being efficient and well integrated into new developments. There is 
encouragement, especially at larger sites, to find innovative ways to 
lower levels of car parking demand where there are opportunities. 
Despite this, the SPD does not seek to restrict car ownership. This 
enables more flexibility than allowed under previous national 
government policy.

3.9. The parking standards are expressed in terms of a set requirement, so 
they are a clear guideline. This is to allow flexibility to take account of 
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location, circumstances (SPD paragraph 4.4) and the manner in which 
parking is provided (paragraph 4.8 (ii)). The SPD sets residential vehicle 
parking standards.  These are based on evidence about car ownership 
by location, tenure of property, and number of bedrooms.

3.10. Considerable research and evidence was collated to inform the adoption 
of the Parking Standards SPD. This included national research, analysis 
of car ownership trends in the Borough and the subsequent methods of 
travel to work. They also take account of the findings of Residents’ 
surveys of new housing areas in the Borough.

Applying the Council’s Parking SPD and recent developments across the 
Borough

3.11. To consider the impact of Borough development, three distinct areas 
have been identified for the Council’s approach to parking based around 
the Core Strategy Local Plan, namely: 

 the town centre, 
 the urban area north of A2, and 
 the village/rural area

3.12. Their precise boundaries are set out at Appendix B of the SPD.  Planning 
applications in the Ebbsfleet part of the Borough are considered by the 
Ebbsfleet Development Corporation, using the SPD.

3.13. The varying characteristics of the Borough are recognised. For example 
standards are higher outside of Dartford town centre as this is the area 
less well served by public transport, and with more family/ large houses.

3.14. Since the adoption of the Council’s Parking SPD, the average number 
of spaces per dwelling on new large developments has been higher. 
Development sites such as Darenth Road, St Clements and Eastern 
Quarry (phases 1-3) which are now coming forward have all had a higher 
number of parking spaces per dwelling. Later planning applications (post 
2012) at The Bridge development site also saw an increase in parking 
provision, with the standards helping to enable this.

3.15. Applications approved after the SPD was adopted have seen an 
increased level of parking provision coming forward at sites in the past 
few years as they get implemented. More recent proposals have 
responded to the varying character of the Borough. The 2011 census 
shows 42% of residents in Dartford Town Centre did not own a car. 
There have therefore been different levels of provision provided at 
Northern Gateway and in the Town Centre to the rest of the Borough. 
Due to their proximity to the town centre and Dartford station, these 
areas have justified a smaller amount of parking provision in some sites, 
particularly for flatted developments. Lowfield Street development has 
been granted permission with parking provision at the lower end (0.66) 
reflecting the town centre’s  good access to services, employment and 
public transport, and also to allow for further room to enable a quality 
public realm for pedestrians and cyclists. Various measures are 
included, reflecting the fact that the expected occupants are likely to 
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have reduced car ownership, e.g. potential carpooling to facilitate 
vehicular use as necessary.

3.16. The outline application for Northern Gateway East and Mill Pond initially 
indicated a minimum provision of at least 1 parking space per unit 
(although higher provision and  more visitor bays provided than required 
by the standards will occur following ‘reserved matters’ stage approval). 
Elsewhere in Northern Gateway, with dwellings exceeding 400m 
distance from the town centre the Arjo North site does meet the parking 
standards.

3.17. The Council’s SPD standards allow flexibility to respond to local 
character and needs of the development, for example at St Clements 
good provision has been made additional to the provision of garages for 
the properties.

Conclusions and Potential Future Steps

3.18. It is anticipated that the Council’s most recent parking standards will 
continue to be implemented in the Borough by the council and the 
Ebbsfleet Development Corporation (EDC). Recent developments, 
which are the first evidence of the outcome of the Dartford SPD 
approach, are considered to have much more sensitively addressed 
parking needs.

3.19. In line with the policy, trends are anticipated to continue to show higher 
levels of parking at developments outside the town centre. The flexibility 
in the standards allows for parking strategies to be tailored to each 
development site and meet its particular needs within the site 
constraints, and other requirements such as achieving town centre 
regeneration.  

3.20. Evidence gathering and public discussion will take place, looking at what 
the key transport, social and environment priorities for the future are as 
integral part of forward planning. Parking and vehicles may well be 
raised as a strategic issue. In addition to the familiar public concerns, 
this could well bring to light new issues. There is the possibility these 
could fundamentally change parking space requirements. Development 
issues (current and future) may include:

 Continuing implementation of the current standards across the 
Borough as new types of development are put forward.

 Potential decline in car ownership in certain groups e.g. younger 
population due to cumulative cost factors such as insurance and 
fuel, and less need to travel for certain trips due to information 
technology/ lifestyles. 

 Considering how to maintain standards that are appropriate for 
locations seeing more development in future e.g. Ebbsfleet 
Garden City.

 The rise of electric/ hybrid vehicles (provided charging 
provisions are adequate) may soon be very important given the 
need to better understand and address air quality (around major 
roads in the Borough). The existing SPD has provisions to 
encourage electric charging points, but technology is advancing.
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 Longer term, more fundamental changes in behaviour and 
technology could have major ramifications. Within the strategic 
planning timescale, driverless cars are expected to become fully 
feasible and an attractive option to some households.

3.21. It is therefore proposed that policy and the performance of new 
developments in providing for parking continue to be monitored. This will 
occur both through the production of technical evidence for planning 
proposals and public consultation. Feedback is received from the public 
both through consultation on planning applications, and views expressed 
on public participation exercises on Local Plans and SPDs. Further 
borough-wide public consultations are anticipated, giving opportunities 
for opinions on the issue of car parking to be gauged.

3.22. In addition to closely considering development and future parking 
demand, other aspects of parking provision e.g. car parks and 
management of public streets should continue to be reviewed.

4. Relationship to the Corporate Plan

4.1 “To ensure that regeneration in Dartford is sustainable and of benefit to 
all of our communities.”

5. Financial, legal, staffing and other implications and risk assessments*

Financial Implications None

Legal Implications None

Staffing Implications Recommended activities can likely be addressed 
through Planning Policy team staffing resource.

Administrative Implications None 

Risk Assessment No uncertainties 

6. Details of Exempt Information Category

Not applicable

7. Appendices

Appendix A – Dartford Parking Standards SPD

BACKGROUND PAPERS

Documents 
consulted

Date /
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Report Author Section and
Directorate
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Information 
Category

Andrew Simpson 
(01322) 343128

Planning Policy, 
Regeneration

N/A


